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Integrated Writing (IW) Courses in the Major
For Integrated Writing (IW) courses within the Wright State Core, IW information is provided as
part of the Core proposal. No additional form is needed.
To propose that a course in the major be designated as IW, please fill out and attach the form
below; add any explanatory notes on the second page. In addition, attach a syllabus and any
additional documents needed (e.g., writing assignments) to demonstrate how the course meets
the IW guidelines. These documents may include previous writing assignments or other
handouts (e.g., grading criteria) that will be adapted for use with semester courses.
Check if
information
appears on
attached
syllabus

Check if
information
appears on
other
attached
document

______

______

IW Guidelines

The ability to communicate effectively in writing is identified as an
outcome of the course and the IW learning outcomes appear on the
syllabus:
Students will be expected to produce writing that
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates their understanding of course content,
Is appropriate for the audience and purpose of a particular writing
task,
Demonstrates the degree of mastery of disciplinary writing
conventions appropriate to the course (including documentation
conventions), and
Shows competency in standard edited American English.

______

______

Criteria for evaluating writing are clearly articulated and provided to
students.

______

______

Students will receive response to their writing and have opportunities to use
that response to improve their writing.

______

______

Writing counts toward the course grade. Students should not be able to pass
the course without completing the writing assignments.

______

______

A significant amount of writing is required. Over the course of the
semester, students should be expected to write informal texts, drafts, and
graded drafts totaling approximately 5,000 words in IW courses in the
major.
Disciplines for which word count seems an inadequate measure of student
engagement in writing should propose an alternative that will meet the IW
learning outcomes and explain how those outcomes will be met.

Likely
class size
______

Whenever resources permit, IW class enrollment should be limited to 25,
the maximum size for literature discussion classes recommended by both
the National Council of Teachers of English and the Association of
Departments of English. Larger classes should provide some means of
giving timely, meaningful individual responses to student writing (e.g.,
through the use of trained graduate teaching assistants, guided peer review,
faculty release time from other course teaching assignments, class size
reductions in other faculty teaching assignments). Approval of proposed
IW courses will not hinge on class size alone.

EXPLANATORY NOTES:

